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Public Engagement Components
A comprehensive public engagement program was undertaken by Scotian Materials (Scotian)
to be included as part of the Proponent’s Class 1 Environmental Assessment registration. The
program included public notifications and advertising of the proposed project, a dedicated
information website, hosting public open house information sessions, engagement with First
Nations and direct stakeholder engagement; the results of which are described herein.

Notifications
The public was first notified of the project through the Community Liaison Committee (CLC)
formed by Scotian in 2017 for the existing 3.99 ha quarry. The committee is formed of
representatives from the different communities that surround the existing operation, members
of community groups, identified stakeholders and the local provincial and municipal politicians.
The CLC was notified of Scotian’s intent to register an Environmental Assessment during a
committee meeting on March 20, 2018. The committee was presented with a second, more
detailed presentation about the Environmental Assessment during a meeting on April 24, 2018.
Input from the CLC meetings was used in developing the public engagement program. Minutes
from the meetings and a copy of the April 24 presentation are attached in Appendix A.
Ads were published in both the Chronicle Herald and on The Laker’s website (http://thelaker.ca)
notifying the public of Scotian’s intent to register an Environmental Assessment and of an Open
House to be hosted by Scotian Materials to share information about the proposed project. The
ad in the Chronicle Herald also invited members of the public to share any questions or
comments they may have about the proposed project by email or by regular mail sent to the
company. The ads were printed in The Chronicle Herald on May 19th and posted on The
Laker’s website from May 19th to June 5th (the date of the Open House). Copies of the ads can
be found in Appendix B.
In addition to the newspaper and online ads, mail drops were delivered to homes in the
neighbouring communities of Miller Lake West and Fall River. The mail drops invited recipients
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to the open house and provided information about where they can go to learn more about the
project. A copy of the mail drop and distribution area (mail drops were distributed in zones
RR0003 and RR0004) is attached in Appendix C.

Website
Scotian created a website to supplement the newspaper and online distributions of the public
notice. The website, http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html, was meant to be a primary tool
in the engagement process, and contains details of the proposed project, a summary of the
project’s current status, maps, and information and minutes from Community Liaison
Committee meetings. The public are able to ask questions and submit comments via the
website, and any questions and responses will be made available for public viewing. The
website was available since the April 24th CLC meeting and will be maintained during the
operational period of the project as an ongoing communication tool.
Notification of the open house was also posted on Scotian’s website along with a summary
document of the EA to be registered.

Open Houses
The open house information session was held at the Hilton Garden Inn in Goffs on June 5th,
2018 and was divided into an afternoon and evening session (2 - 5 pm and 6 - 9 pm,
respectively). Notice of the open house information sessions was published in the Chronicle
Herald & Laker website, through mail drops in the local community, on Scotian Materials’
website as well as during an interview on The Rick Howe Show with Scotian’s President Robert
MacPherson; a local radio show on News 95.7.
The open house was structured around information stations, each detailing a different
component of the project, including Project Description, EA Process & Site Info, Surface Water,
Groundwater, Natural Environment, Air & Noise and Next Steps. The presentation material
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included an array of billboards, printed information, and photos of site maps. A copy of the
presentation boards is attached in Appendix D. There were 26 registered guests in attendance
over the two sessions. Those in attendance were encouraged to ask questions and provide
comments to Scotian staff and representatives, who were stationed at each billboard.
Upon entering the open house, guests were invited to register their names and contact
information, were provided with an information sheet, explained the layout of the seven
information stations and offered refreshments. Most were then immediately greeted directly by
the President of Scotian Materials, Robert MacPherson, and introduced to representatives who
were hosting the various information tables. Most guests engaged directly with Mr. MacPherson
at some point during their visit. Guests generally proceeded from one information station to the
next and at the exit were invited to complete an exit survey. A summary of those comments
appears below and a copy of original documentation is attached in Appendix E.
A second Open House information session was held in conjunction with the community group
SWEPS (Shubenacadie Watershed Environmental Protection Society) during their annual AGM
and open house. Scotian was invited by SWEPS to attend their open house on June 16, 2018
from 10 am - 2 pm at the Gordon Snow Community Centre in Fall River. The format and
information presented at the open house was the same as the open house hosted by Scotian.
The open house was advertised on SWEPS’ website (http://www.sweps.org) and on social
media. Scotian received two visitors to the second open house, neither of which had any
comments on the proposed project.

Exit Survey Summary
Of the 26 people who registered for the Open Houses, 6 completed an exit survey. The
following is a summary of the responses. Copies of the completed comment sheets and
surveys are attached as Appendix F.
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How did you learn about this Open House?
Newspaper

33%

Letter

17%

Notice Posted in your Community

17%

Friend

0%

Other

33%

In which community do you reside?
Fall River

17%

Miller Lake

17%

Beaver Bank

17%

Fletchers Lake

17%

Enfield

17%

Grand Lake

17%

Was the information in the presentation useful?
Very useful, a lot of new information

50%

Somewhat useful, some new
information

50%

Neutral, no new information

0%

Not very useful, need more
information

0%

If you asked a question, were the answers provided
by Scotian Materials representatives useful?
Very useful, a lot of new information

67%

Somewhat useful, some new
information

33%

Neutral, no new information

0%

Not very useful, need more
information

0%
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What was your main reason for attending this Open House?
Networking
Seeing whats changing from existing operation
To find out implications of this
expansion
Update on quarry project and Scotian Materials
To know more about the project

Please provide any additional comments related to
the project:
Location is good. Rocky Lake quarry, similar situation and has few issues or complaints!
Asphalt and concrete plants were a
surprise
Not at this time. I’ll read detailed documents online.
Exciting - nice to see business development in our community
Comment Sheet Responses
1. Governments have to start saying yes to anyone who is prepared to make employment
and new wealth for Nova Scotia providing they follow the rules.
2. We have to have more competition in NS the environment should not be used to lessen
competition.
3. There should be a limit to the power of people who live over one km from an industrial
site to stop industry in Nova Scotia.
4. This project will not cost the Nova Scotia any of their taxes for the interchange is
already there.
5. When the road is built from the Aerotech Rd to Wellington the tender should come in at
a reasonable price because there will be a quarry nearby.
6. I feel that almost all road construction, paving, etc. will come with lower tenders with a
new capable company on site with the gravel, paving, etc.
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Direct Stakeholder Engagement
Scotian has also identified and has been in discussions with various stakeholders regarding the
proposed project. The stakeholders include The Halifax International Airport Authority (HIAA),
Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline (M&NP) and the East Hants Source Water Protection Advisory
Committee (SWPAC). The Premier’s Office and Minister of Environment were notified of the
project as were the local MLA and Councillor for the area.
Correspondences with the HIAA and M&NP are attached in Appendix G and no direct
response was received from these stakeholders but it should be noted that they each have a
representative on the CLC.
Scotian attended a meeting of the East Hants SWPAC on July 10, 2018 and provided a
presentation to the committee of the materials that were presented during Scotian’s open
house. Comments received during this session were included in the Environmental
Assessment. During the meeting the committee was invited to continue to approach Scotian
with any comments or concerns about the proposed project at any time during, or following the
Environmental Assessment process.
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Appendix A
CLC Meeting Minutes and Presentation

Scotian Materials: CLC Meeting #5 (Annual Environmental Monitoring Report)
Tuesday, March 20, 2018 6:30–8:30 PM
Attendance
Anna McCarron
Martin Zwicker
Greg Hughes
Rob MacPherson
Bud Baker
Aaron Carson (M&NP)
Cameron Winger
Keri Irwin
Mimi MacCain
Angela Dicker
Mark Webb
Casey Spears
Absent:
Bill Horne
Dean Bouchard
Meeting
Rob MacPherson indicated that as a follow up to a previous meeting request that a representative from
Nova Scotia Environment agreed to come in to discuss wetland habitat, impact of habitat loss on
animals and enforcement procedures for lost habitat. She was unable to attend this meeting but
hopefully be able to come to CLC meeting #6
Mimi would like Natural Resources to come in as well. Rob to contact Mark Elderkin of DNR per Anna’s
recommendation.
Mimi feels it isn’t just about the wetlands all the wetlands expert is going to be able to talk about is the
wetlands. She indicated it is her belief that the game sanctuary is going to be affected and the animals
will be moving out of their habitat.
A biologist from the DNR is who Mimi would like to have speak to the CLC.
Mimi asked how close they are to the game sanctuary. Rob says the sanctuary is south of the site and
estimates about a kilometer away.
Annual Report presentation given by Mark Webb.
•

Annual Report is done every year (it was submitted in February)
o Mark says this is an overview of what the environmental monitoring results are for the
year. He won’t be giving a technical presentation but instead giving an overview of the
results.

o

o
o

The overview Mark is providing is an executive summary. If this doesn’t suffice, Rob says
a technical analysis with our consultant can be scheduled at another time to review with
the CLC.
The report is available for review at Scotian’s office, but copies will not be handed out.
The report has been submitted to NSE and can be obtained via freedom of information.
Rob indicated that the presentation will be posted with the minutes from tonight’s
meeting on the website

Groundwater
•
•
•

Groundwater levels are monitored weekly March–November (when quarry is active) and
monthly December–February (when quarry is inactive).
Results have been consistent with the baseline (collected before quarry activity). There are
natural variations seasonally because of the weather.
Groundwater quality is also monitored. The samples collected are compared to the baseline.
Results have been consistent to the baseline.

Streams
•

Stream flows are measured and compared to baseline collected prior to the start of
construction. The results of monitoring show that there hasn’t been any change over baseline.

Discharge Sampling
•

•

Results from discharge sampling met guidelines for TSS and pH. Tests for metal chemistry
indicated elevated metal concentrations exceeding CCME FWAL guidelines. Golder Associated
provided specifications for a filter bag that was added to the process which captures additional
suspended solids and reduces the metal concentrations.
Keri asked about the filter bag and the metal concentrations and when will it be known if it
works. Rob indicated that the next test will show if it has been successful.

Wetlands
•
•

There are three wetlands surrounding the site that are monitored quarterly. There are also
electronic recorders, which record the water level on an hourly basis.
A specialist comes in once a year to determine any changes to shape or functions. It’s normal to
see slight changes to the wetland boundaries as it is an active environment and is constantly
changing. There have been no significant changes recorded in the last year.

Acid Generating Potential
•

Rock is tested annually for acid generating potential. Rock was collected from the blast area and
brought to a lab for testing. The tests indicated that the rock showed no potential for acid
generation.

Environmental Impact
•

Scotian is confident in saying there were no adverse environmental impacts during the 2017
year. Monitoring will continue into 2018.

Questions from the Group
•

•

•
•

Rob clarified that additional treatments for the run off in the quarry are due to elevated metal
concentrations from sediment. There are different filter bags that are available to treat this.
Based on Golder’s findings/recommendations, they specified a specific mesh size on the filter
bags. Next time the water needs to be pumped out, they will redo the test and anticipate it will
meet the guidelines. Any discharge that exceeds is reported to NSE. The result is that there were
no adverse effects as the discharge was not permitted to enter a watercourse but absorbed
back in the ground.
Martin: Was the exceedance in the metals a result of groundwater? Rob says no, it’s a result of
the disruption on the land. They’re digging a hole for the engineered pond that treats the
sediment and the rain rushes in all the sediment. The hole doesn’t have the capacity to treat the
sediment, so they have to pump it out and run it through a filter bag until the pond can be
completed.
Mimi: Who were the specialists that checked the wetlands. Rob indicated that it was a company
called Overdale.
Anna: Are there guidelines to when the water can be discharged? During wet weather there is
less absorption in the ground and the discharge can travel further. Rob says they can’t have an
adverse impact on a watercourse and if they do, they have to report it. They don’t pump if
there’s a chance of anything having an impact. They’ve taken samples more often than they are
required by the permit. They’re going above and beyond to be cautious.

Planned Activity for 2018 Presentation given by Mark Webb
Quarry Production
•

•
•
•

Anticipate site preparation next month
o There could be a blast in May
o 4–5 blasts, but could change on market demand
o Plan to crush in June
Scotian plans on hiring, as required, as operations scale up and equipment arrives on the site
Site office construction is being planned. Construction to start May/June and completed by
September.
Asphalt and concrete plants tentatively planned sometime mid-season.

Rob discussed Environmental Impact Assessment
•

•

There’s been a lot of talk about an EIA throughout the process. Scotian has done a number of
studies through the approval process. These are almost all complete and are currently being
reviewed for completeness and EIA requirements. The study area is the site property
boundaries.
Rob says wetlands, water courses, groundwater, habitats, and archeological studies are
complete
o These have a shelf-life and were done for the IA. After about a year they have to be redone. Rob plans to proceed with moving forward and having the EIA registered. This will
lead to the expansion on the property. They’re evaluating these reports and seeing what
kind of expansion makes sense based on the report findings.

o

o

Rob points out on the map the property boundary and what is approved today/where
they’re working on the sedimentation pond. The entire site has been studied and
they’re looking at what makes sense for an expansion. Scotian has given itself a hardline
that it will not be within 800 meters of a residential property in Miller Lake West.
Scotian is looking at other required separation boundaries with the pipeline, highway
and airport.
Rob: Next steps are to engage with the public and stakeholders. The CLC is the first to be
engaged and Scotian would like its feedback. How would the CLC like to be involved in
the engagement process? What should be done public engagement? What questions
should we be addressing before we go to the public?

•

Mimi, Keri and Angela expressed concerns with expansion and timing. They didn’t think it would
happen this soon or at all and that it had been conveyed at the open house that the quarry
would operate for a 3 to 5 years to test operations and the market before expansion would be
considered. Want to know the size and limits of expansion.

•

Anna: EIA recommendations is good news and also, following some of the recommendations as
to what SWEPS gave is something we’d want to see the results of. This information should be
available at public information meetings. This quarry is happening, so this is an opportunity that
it is the best it can be with the least impact to animals, environment, and residents. This is what
EIAs are for. There are a lot of EIA that are not refused. EIAs are to highlight all the risks so that
they can be addressed and those are brought forward to the government and mitigated.

•

Martin suggests that it would be beneficial if there was more time operating to demonstrate a
good track record before commencing the EIA. Rob responded that he agrees it would be good
but the timing will not work.

•

Angela indicated one resident has had a muddy well since the blast.
o Martin: Did the residents contact Scotian when the wells went muddy?
▪ Angela: They contacted NS Environment and had experts come in and look at it.
▪ Martin indicated that was a plan to respond to these kinds of incidents by
Scotian.
▪ Angela indicated that there’s a trust issue why they didn’t contact Scotian. A
well person came in and looked at the well and reviewed the pump.
▪ Martin had this happen at his house because there was a crack in the well
casing.
o Anna: A hydro-expert would need to determine if it was from the blast. Angela says
someone has been talking to the house owner.
▪ Rob says he didn’t receive any complaints.
o Bud: What does Environment do? Rob says they would do their own investigation. They
get a complaint, go out and investigate the complaint, if there’s something that shows
the incident is related to the quarry, Scotian is called in and they go through mitigations.
o Martin: I’m not sure I’m clear on the reason for the homeowner wouldn’t contact
Scotian?

▪
▪
▪
▪

Angela: It’s a personal thing. Our group has been fighting this, there are
individuals that don’t want to talk to Scotian.
Greg suggested that if there is a trust issue and ongoing litigation that the
membership of the CLC may need to be looked at.
Bud indicated that the CLC needs to be able to work together and communicate
back to the community.
Martin indicated that he sees integrity in the process so far.

Next Steps
•
•
•

Bud suggests there should be a meeting with the CLC on the EIA before Scotian goes to the
community.
Rob indicates he can have a meeting where the consultants can review the reports that have
been done for the EIA and illustrate the proposed extraction limits.
Martin asked if the CLC could ask NSE for a two-year extension on the reports for the EIA? Rob
says it would be nice to think we can all just agree to a process but there’s been so much
litigation on this file that Environment is by the book.

Scotian Materials: CLC Meeting #6
Tuesday, April 24, 2018
Attendance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sean MacLean, Maritimes Northeast Pipeline,
Dean Bouchard, Halifax Stanfield International Airport,
Mimi LeCain, Resident,
Keri Irwin, Resident,
Anna McCarron, SWEPS
Angela Dicker, Resident,
Bill Horne, MLA,
Martin Zwicker, Resident,
Meghan Milloy, McCallum Environmental
Callie Andrews, Golder
Rob McPherson, Scotian Materials
Mark Webb, Scotian Materials
Andrew Blanchette, NATIONAL Public Relations

Absent
•
•

Bud Baker, Resident
Greg Hughes, Clean Earth

Meeting
Martin chairs the meeting in absence of Bud. Rob introduces the meeting and talks about the recent
blasting. The blasting went forward on Tuesday, April 24 at approximately 12:20 PM—blasting was a
success, levels were well below permissions (12 millimetres per second for peak particle velocity of
blasting). The measures were approximately 2 millimetres per second at the pipeline monitoring station
and 0.00 at Miller Lake, 20,000 tonne blast.
There will be another blast in another week or two, then at least one more and possibly not another for
the rest of this year. Bill clarifies about the limit/readings. There were no questions for Rob around
blasting.
Mimi indicates that she would like to take care of sourcing a biologist for the next meeting. Scotian
Materials and the CLC agree. Mimi will confirm for agenda inclusion if she is able to source someone.
The dirty water at a local residence comes up and Rob indicates that he has yet to receive a formal
notification about the incident.
Golder Presentation
Callie Andrews from Golder gives an overview of the presentation she delivers to the committee around
the Environmental Process related to the development and expansion of the quarry. (Presentation is
included as an appendix).

Callie indicates that construction of the less than 4 ha quarry began in September 2017 and the first
blast occurred in November. Work stopped in December and resumed in April. Monitoring continued
through the winter months.
2017 monitoring reports indicated that there was no changes to ground level, stream water, or stream
flow. There was also no change in pH level.
Callie goes over the Environmental Assessment Process and discusses the steps that go into the
preparation of the baseline levels, testing, and studies that go into the Class I Environmental
Assessment.
EA evaluates the effects of the project on the environment. The EA will identify any mitigation
measures and monitoring requirements. Once the EA document is drafted and submitted to NS EA
branch, department reviews the submission and there is a public review period. Following that, the
Minister will make a decision on the project.
Callie goes over the current quarry and the footprint. It is approximately 1 km from nearest residence,
and 2.86 km to airport. Callie indicates that it is important to note that although the footprint is
increasing, the operations remain the same. The total area is 41 hectares compared to 3.99. The project
involves the construction, operations and reclamation of the quarry.
Four different phases of development are associated with the quarry. Other areas that are not within
the grey shaded areas are lay down or pile up areas. The life of the quarry could be 25–50 years.
Callie points out the less than four hectare quarry, the proposed project, the streams within the area,
and the proposed outline. Callie indicates that baseline monitoring was completed within the streams to
measure surface water flow. Callie estimates the Waverly game sanctuary is 800 m from the quarry.
Mimi asks about the distances from the project to the protected area.
Anna asks about the distance of the game sanctuary to the project.
Callie talks about the catchments and what they will look like post development. The sedimentation
pond associated with the 4 hectare quarry will be used until it can no longer accommodate the volume
of water.

Callie indicates that for Stream 4 there may be a reduction in surface water input into stream 4
on-site due to the reduction of catchment area. There is the potential that stream 4 at the
south property boundary (off-site) will see an increase in flow/water at the discharge location.
This will be mitigated by on-site water management infrastructure to control the follow of
water if needed.
Callie indicates for Stream 6 that there is the potential for onsite effects to the stream however
the water will be discharged at the site boundary and offsite effects are not anticipated.
Appropriate watercourse alteration permits would be obtained from the province and
appropriate permits from DFO, if required.
Bill asks about the streams and whether certain ones are being relied upon for the flow of the
catchments. Callie clarifies that this is done based on run off rates and the potential for increased flows.

Stream 5 will be excavated as part of the quarry and all the water will be redirected to the sediment
pond.
The EA process works that you cannot obtain permits until the project is released from the EA process
by the Minister. The process is to determine whether or not a project will cause environmental impacts.
Bill asks about fish in stream 6. Discussion deferred to the later in the presentation.
The less than 4 hectare quarry will be excavated to 88 m above sea level, phase 4 to 99 m above sea
level. Radius of influence is 431 metres, phase 4 radius of influence is 284 metres. The radius of
influence acts like a cone that has maximum drawdown in the quarry and reduces as it goes away.
Keri asks about the nearest houses and residences to the radius of influence, Callie shows it on a
zoomed out map.
There are no private wells in the radius of influence, nearest private well in Miller Lake West is 1 km
away. Wells installed on-site will be monitored. Keri asks about the house that does have the nearest
well, Callie says she can get that information. Callie indicates that they are not anticipating any changes
to ground water quality.
Scotian monitors both ground and surface water for quality.
Regarding radius of influence, Martin asks about how it is found. He asks about the verification of the
information that goes into the modeling of the radius of influence and Callie indicates that monitoring is
required to validate modeling and monitoring is required through the industrial approval for the site.
The habitat types are gone over, talks about the topography. Talks about the importance of the habitats
being in the area.
Golder assessed the site in 2012 and revisited the site last year, as well. The majority of plant species
identified on the site are common, everything within the 41 hectares. There are 11 wetlands and five
streams within the project area.
The black ash species is in wetland 7. Birds, reptiles, and mammals in the wetlands.
No impact to black ash in wetland 7 (threatened species at risk in Nova Scotia). Not anticipating any
impacts to black ash. Quarry boundary was re-designed to maintain the catchment of Wetland 7.
Wetland 7 is primarily provided water by surface run-off. By maintaining the catchment, it is not
anticipated to effect Wetland 7 and therefore the black ash.
Wetland alteration permits will need to be obtained. The compensation can be in many forms, wetland
compensation is a 2:1 ratio so if you impact hectare, restore wetlands. NS Environment likes to see the
restoration of wetlands to happen on site, but in reality that doesn’t always happen.
Martin asks about the classification of wetland systems, five different types that are classified by
function.
Anna asks about the redirection of stream 5, will that impact stream 4. Maintaining the catchment. Anna
asks clarification around the redirection of stream 5. It is not being redirected, it will be removed by the
quarry. They will apply for the permits and that will be approved to excavate.

Mimi highlights about the stream 5. Make the same EA for 40 hectares about doing the same amount of
work. It was not a full EA the last time and this is the first EA.
Mimi asks about having a quarry that is 3.99 hectares and then within 6 months everything goes 10
times its size and it goes from 5 wetlands to 11 wetlands and now its 800m to the game sanctuary and
Mimi doesn’t get it.
Mimi asks about the process and Meghan talks about the Environmental Assessment for the expansion
and how it goes to the regulator, goes to public comment. When the document gets submitted there is a
30 day public comment process.
Callie indicates that the habitat at the site is not unique and similar habitat is available in the
surrounding areas. Wildlife will likely avoid the project area. Martin talks about the reality being there
regulations that the company has to follow, and Mimi suggests it’s all a business deal. And she indicates
that it’s about making money. Martin indicates that we have to keep paving roads and that has to come
from somewhere.
Callie resumes her presentation and she discusses that any alteration to wetlands needs the appropriate
permits and approvals will be obtained. She indicates that impacts to fish habitats can be mitigated and
if not, all the approvals will be obtained. Callie indicates that it is not anticipated that the streams offsite will be affected based on the implementation of on-site mitigation measures (i.e. water
management infrastructure). If monitoring indicates that this is not the case, then the appropriate
approvals and permits will be obtained.
Air quality
The project is an extension of the existing operation, same level of emissions. Wind erosion. Monitoring
for dust will be conducted as requested.
Noise
Extension of existing operations. Operations are designed to meet government limits, monitoring data
conducted in 2012, and blasts will continue to be designed to meet regulatory requirements (noise and
vibration limits).
Bill asks about the emissions from the asphalt and concrete plant and the outlined limits within that
project. Callie indicted they were approved under a separate approval process.
Socio-Economic
•
•

Extension of the operations
History of the adjacent land uses, the project is not expected to be incompatible

Archeological
Davis McIntyre and Associates conducted an examination and did not include any archaeological
findings. Low for potential.
Next Steps
•

Consultation with indigenous groups, public/open house/comment period

•
•

Identify any additional mitigation measures
Document will be submitted to NS EA branch. NSE review and additional public comment period
would commence at that time. Likely 50 days later the Minister’s decision would be expected to
be handed down.

Questions on Callie’s discussion
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Wetland classification and the importance of those on the site.
Callie outlines wetland 5 and the man-made boundaries.
Question on any significant wetland features. Callie indicates that a significant feature was
identified in Wetland 5 as it is the head water to stream 5. Callie clarifies that this is typically
considered significant due to the potential to support fish and fish habitat. No fish were
identified in Stream 5. Anna asks if not finding the fish life in the stream factored into the
decision to include it within the quarry footprint.
Callie goes over wetlands and what lives in each one.
Callie indicates that in Nova Scotian there is a process determine/evaluate the importance of
wetlands and that Golder followed the requirements of NSE. Wetlands of special significance are
no go zones. In 18 years of working in Nova Scotia, Meghan indicates she has seen one
significant wetland altered.
Martin asks if there are any significant wetlands identified. Wetland 7 is a wetland of
significance that has black ash, the boundaries of the project were moved to protect it.
Rob indicates that the buffer, or bench for safety, over 30 metres away of the buffer between
the project operation.
There is potential that the boundaries of the operational phases may differ depending on the
conditions. Bill asks about the significant rock and Rob indicates that they are in the rock and
once you get down to a low face you just stop. New sedimentation ponds need to be established
upon expansion.
The EA is the umbrella to determine the potential impacts, mitigation, and what’s left over after
mitigation. Minister has to make the decision pertaining to adverse effect.
The nuts and bolts of the project are determined to the industrial approval document
(sedimentation pond design etc)
There is no plan to expand the quarry west beyond stream 4.
Martin indicates that he heard it said there is anticipated overflow in the management. There
will have to be water flow infrastructure to hold the flow management so there are not
exceedances on the downstream aquatic environment can handle.
Dean says any wetland habitat is lost must be compensated for a 2-1 ratio. The logic behind the
compensation speaks to the long term viability of the overall population. It’s striking a balance
of socioeconomic importance and protection.
Class I Class II EAs because of the large extra 36.37 hectares, doesn’t make it a class II? Class I is
typical of every quarry expansion in the province. Class II is the activity not size.
In the industrial approval, there are a number of regulations that they may come up with to
control or condition the operations and those will happen. If the EA is approved, there is a list of
terms and conditions approved to the EA, then there are IA conditions that become
implemented with the proponent, and tracking their success.

Public Engagement Session
Rob speaks to the public engagement piece and indicates that the next step is a public engagement in
addition to the formal EA engagement.
Rob says that the first step is working with the CLC, there will be a presentation on the website along
with the project description. There will be a portal for questions to be submitted.
The open house is anticipated in May that will be held around the public engagement, and a collection
of commentary and comments from stakeholder consultation.
Once that is compiled, the public will be able to see how the comments are being raised, and then there
is the EA associated comment period.
Blasting frequency doesn’t change, employees don’t change, and it is status quo to current operations
with anticipated production rates of 300k tonnes/yr that spans across the surface of the project.
Future Meetings
Martin thanks the group. Mimi says she’s not inclined to invite a biologist to come and Martin asks if it
would be helpful to review the role of the CLC. He reads definition and indicates that he values the input
of each member and expresses that he feels the committee is stronger with Mimi on it and that her
perspective is important and should be held.
Rob says when he put together the membership of the CLC, he was purposed in selecting a cross section
of the views of the committee. The comments that come here are valued and brings a good discussion
to get to the best end goal.
Date for the next meeting will be sent out after the open house.

Goffs Quarry
Environmental
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OVERVIEW FOR CONSULTATION
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Introductions
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

Callie Andrews, B.Sc.,M.Sc. (candidate)
• Environmental Assessment Specialist- Golder Associates
• 11+ years professional experience

Meghan Milloy, B.Sc., M.E.S.
Environmental Assessment Project Lead- McCallum
Environmental Ltd.
• 18+ years professional experience

___

•
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Goffs Update - 2017
Site Activities:

Monitoring:

•

Construction activities started in
September 2017

•

No changes to the
groundwater table

•

Best Management Practices
implemented to manage discharge
and sedimentation and erosion

•

Groundwater and stream
water quality consistent with
baseline conditions

•

First blast occurred in November
2017 with another blast occurring
April 24, 2018.

•

No impacts to stream flows

•

Workers returned to the site the week
of April 9, 2018.

•

Additional mitigation measures were
implemented to manage discharge
from the site during construction of
the sedimentation pond.
___
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Environmental Assessment Process
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

Environment Act defines an undertaking as a project that causes or
may cause an adverse effect or an environmental effect.
A quarry expansion greater than 3.99 ha is considered an undertaking
and a Class I Environmental Assessment is required.

• Baseline studies
documenting existing
conditions.
• Evaluate the effects of the
project on the VC
• Proposed mitigation or
monitoring if required.
• Detail consultation efforts.

Project Registered
• EARD submitted to NSE
EA Branch
• Public notices
• Viewing stations
• Public comment period

Minister’s Decision
• Five options:
• Additional Info Required
• Undertaking approved
• Focus Report Required
• EA Report Required
• Undertaking Rejected

50 Day process from registration to Minister’s Decision

___

Preparation of the
Environmental
Assessment Registration
Document
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Overview of the undertaking
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Overview of the undertaking
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Surface Water
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Surface Water
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Surface Water
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Groundwater
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Habitat Types
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

___
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Flora and Fauna Species and Habitat– Existing
Conditions
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

•

Regenerating Forest

•

Existing Quarry Operation

•

Eleven wetlands and five streams in the
Study Area

•

The majority of the plants identified on
the Site are common in the province

•

A single immature, small black ash
(threatened provincially) identified in
Wetland 7

•

Date

Red Spruce-Yellow Birch/Evergreen
Wood Fern Mixedwood Forest

A total of 49 bird, 8 reptiles/amphibian,
and 11 mammal species The majority
of species are common in the province

Type of Survey

June 19
to 21,
2012

Plant Community, Wetland
Assessment, Botanical Inventory,
Breeding Bird, Fish and Fish
Habitat, General Wildlife

Sept 10
& 13,
2012

Wetland Assessment

June 26
to 29,
2017

Plant Community, Wetland
Assessment, Botanical Inventory,
Breeding Bird, Fish and Fish
Habitat, General Wildlife

Sept 28
to 29, Wetland Assessment
2017

___

•
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Fish and Fish Habitat– Existing Conditions
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T
Fish Observed During Field Surveys
Stream 3: Brook Trout and an unidentified
minnows
Stream 4: White Sucker, Northern
Redbelly Dace and Brook Trout
Stream 5: No fish observed
Stream 6: Brook Trout
Holland Brook: Small-bodied fish species

___
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Natural Environment – Impact Assessment
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

• No impact to Wetland 7 and the
black ash
• Wetlands 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 are
anticipated to be directly or indirectly
impacted and a wetland alteration
permit will be obtained
• Appropriate watercourse alteration
permits would be obtained from the
province and appropriate permits from
DFO, if required.
• With implementation of mitigation
measures, minimal impacts to water
quantity/quality in the streams and
wetlands to the south of the site are
anticipated.

___
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Air Quality
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T
Sources of emissions include:
• road dust;
• removal of overburden;
• blasting activities;
• crushing/screening operations;
• material handling
• truck loading / truck unloading; and
• wind erosion on storage piles.
Mitigation measures for emissions include:
• stabilizing exposed erodible material
(e.g., laydown areas and stockpiles);
• enforcing speed limits for onsite vehicles;
• proper truck loading and minimizing freeboard;
• minimizing drop height for material transfer points;
• application of water for dust suppression;
Monitoring of dust will be conducted at the request of NSE.

___
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Noise
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

• Extension of the existing operations
• Operations will be designed to meet
applicable Nova Scotia Environment and
Labour noise limits
• Monitoring data collected in 2012,
quantified existing noise levels, which were
consistent with a typical rural area impact
by road traffic.
• Blast are currently and will continue to be
designed to meet regulatory requirements.
___
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Socio-Economic
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

• This is an extension of the existing operations. The current
operation employs 10 to 12 direct employees with additional
secondary employment through hauling / trucking and blasting
contractors (approx. 20 to 30 additional workers).
• Given the history of aggregate extraction in the area, the
adjacent industrial land uses (e.g., the clay pit, Clean Earth
Technologies), and the distance from residences (e.g., further
than 1 km), the proposed Project is not considered
incompatible with adjacent and historic uses and light
industrial land uses of Aerotech Park.
___
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Archaeological and Heritage Resources
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

An archaeological resource impact assessment (ARIA) was
completed by Davis MacIntyre and Associates Limited
(2012). The findings were:
• The field reconnaissance survey did not uncover any
additional precontact period sites or features of an
archaeological nature.
Based on the lands within and adjacent to the project, the
Project area has been determined to be of low
archaeological potential
___
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Next Steps
G O F F S Q U A R R Y E N V I R O N M E N TA L A S S E S S M E N T

• Consultation
• Open House
• Indigenous Groups

• Submit the Environmental Assessment to NSE EA
Branch
• NSE Review and Public Comment Period
• Ministers Decision
Anticipated timeline is 3-4 months.
___
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Questions?

Appendix B
Public Notification Ads

Open House for
Environmental Assessment
Scotian Materials Limited is planning to register a Class 1 Environmental Assessment with Nova
Scotia Environment for the proposed expansion of the existing quarry in Goffs, NS. The
proposed expansion would extend the life of the existing quarry by an estimated 25 to 50 years.
Scotian Materials would like to invite interested members of the public to attend an Open
House hosted by the company to learn more about the proposed project. The Open House will
be held at the Hilton Garden Inn located at 200 Pratt and Whitney Drive, near the Halifax
Airport.
The Open House will take place on June 5th during the following times:
- 2pm - 5pm
- 6pm - 9pm
In addition to the Open House, information about the proposed expansion can be found on the
company’s website at http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html.
Interested individuals can also reach out to the company with any questions or concerns about
the proposed expansion by phone at 902-481-9800, by email at info@scotianmaterials.ca or by
mail to:
Scotian Materials Limited
100 Venture Run, Suite 103
Dartmouth, NS
B3B 0H9
Scotian Materials would like to thank all interested parties in advance for their participation.

Appendix C
Mail Drop and Distribution Map

YOU’RE INVITED TO THE
GOFFS QUARRY OPEN HOUSE

Scotian Materials would like to invite
interested members of the public to attend an
Open House hosted by the company to learn
more about the proposed project.

Tuesday, June 5th

GOFFS QUARRY MAP:

2:00–5:00PM

Halifax Stanfield
International Airport

Y
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2

6:00–9:00 PM
HW

Scotian Materials Limited is planning to
register a Class 1 Environmental Assessment
with Nova Scotia Environment for the
proposed expansion of the existing quarry in
Goﬀs, NS. The proposed expansion would
extend the life of the existing quarry by an
estimated 25 to 50 years.

Hilton Garden Inn
200 Pratt and Whitney Drive
Aerotech Business Park

Exit 5A – Aerotech Drive

King Lake
Queen Lake

800M distance from
quarry boundary

Goffs Quarry
Preeper Big Lake

Miller Lake

Soldier Lake

Scotian Materials Ltd.
100 Venture Run,
Suite 103
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
B3B 0H9
Phone: 902-481-9800
www.ScotianMaterials.info/EIA
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Appendix D
Open House Presentation Boards

• Figure 1 – Regional Map

Project Description
•
•
•
•
•

Project has 4 phases.
Each phase includes:
•

Quarry

•

Work areas

•

N

Current Site Conditions
Active quarry, asphalt, and concrete
plants operate within property
boundary.

•
•

Total quarry area: 41 ha.
Total extraction area: 30 ha.
No increase in production rates.
No change in hours of operation.
No increase in number of trucks
to and from the site.
Access to site is from Highway
102 to the north through
existing access roads on
Scotian’s property.
25-50 year operation.
No increase in blasting
frequency.
Legend
- Red line shows property boundary.
- Yellow line shows quarry area.
- Grey shading shows phases

Environmental Assessment Process
A quarry larger than 3.99 ha (approximately 10 acres) requires a
Class I Environmental Assessment (EA) under the Environmental Act.
Class 1 reviews are for projects that are smaller or have less environmental risk.

Process for Class 1 EA’s
PREPARATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT REGISTRATION
DOCUMENT (EARD)
• Baseline studies documenting
existing conditions.
• Evaluation of the potential effects of
the project on the Valued
Components (VC).
• Proposed approaches to mitigation.
• Potential residual effect evaluation
(post mitigation) and monitoring
requirements.
• Documentation of engagement
activities.

PROJECT REGISTERED

• Public notice of the project and
consultation period.
• Public can view documents at NSE
offices, NSE website, or at two other
locations that Scotian determines.
• The public is provided an
opportunity to comment on the
EARD.

MINISTER’S DECISION

The Minister has five options when
making a decision:
• Additional Info Required
• Undertaking approved
• Focus Report Required
• EA Report Required
• Undertaking Rejected

50 Day process from registration to Minister’s Decision.

Goffs Quarry

Callie, Insert photo of si

•

Baseline studies completed in 2012 & 2017

•

Identification of Valued Components (VCs)
is based on the potential environmental
effects of the project:
o

Groundwater

o

Surface Water Resources

o

Wetlands

o

Fish and Fish Habitat

o

Habitat and Flora

o

Terrestrial Fauna

o

Species at Risk

o

Air

o

Noise

Valued Environmental
Components (VECs) are
interpreted as environmental,
socioeconomic, human health,
reasonable enjoyment of life
and property, cultural,
historical, archaeological,
paleontological and
architectural features that may
be impacted, whether positive
or negative, inside or outside
the Province, by the proposed
undertaking.

Surface Water Resources
•

The Project is located within
the Miller Lake Tertiary
Watershed which is located in
the Shubenacadie Secondary
Watershed.

•

Miller Lake Tertiary Watershed
is 4,356 ha in size. The
proposed Project is 41 ha.

Surface Water Features

A complete
inventory of surface
water was
completed by
independent
experts. Our quarry
plan was developed
to minimize impact
on existing surface
water features.

Surface Water Resources
Stream 4
•
•
•

•

May receive less
surface water flows.
May see a loss of
ground water flows.
Will receive a
managed release of
water from quarry.
Possible increased
flows from release of
water. The receiving
system is large, and
it is expected that it
can manage
increased flows.

Stream 5
•
•
•

Callie,
insert
picture of
stream

Stream 6

No fish habitat
found to date.
Located within
proposed quarry
Stream will be
removed within
the proposed
active quarry site.

•

All streams will
require a permit
from NSE and
possibly Fisheries
and Oceans Canada
(DFO) before
alteration can take
place.

•

•
•
•

May receive less
surface water.
May see a loss of
ground water.
Moderate
reduction in flows.
Contains fish
habitat.
Will receive a
managed release
of water from
quarry.

Zone of Influence
Ground water
zone of
influence

Nearest home

Groundwater
•

•
•

Estimated maximum radius from the
quarry where groundwater may be
affected:
o 431 m (Phases 1-3)
o 284 m (Phase 4).
Groundwater closest to the quarry will
be the most impacted.
There is a potential loss of groundwater
to the streams and wetlands directly
surrounding the Project.

Nearest private
well in Miller Lake
West subdivision is
approximately 1 km
to the southwest.

Groundwater impact
assessment
determined that the
risk to this well and
others is very low.

There are
• eleven wetlands
• five streams
Fish observed in
Stream 3, 4, 6 and
Holland Brook (south
of Project). No fish
Observed in Stream 5.

Baseline
Environmental
Findings

(within Study area – yellow
line)

Species found
• 49 birds
• 11 mammals
• 8 reptiles/
amphibians

Most surveyed plants
are commonly found
throughout Nova
Scotia. One immature
Black ash found, which
is a threatened
species.

Natural Environment

No Wetlands of Special
Significance will be
altered.

•

No impact to Wetland 7 and the
black ash.

•

Wetlands 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 are
anticipated to be directly or
potentially indirectly impacted and
wetland alteration permit(s) will be
obtained. All other wetlands within
the Study Area will remain.

•

50% of the wetlands to be altered are
treed/shrub swamps. Treed/shrub
swamps are the most common types
of wetlands in Nova Scotia. The
remaining wetlands consisting of
marsh/swamp complexes.

•

With implementation of mitigation
measures, minimal impacts to
streams and wetlands to the south of
the site are anticipated.

Air Quality
Air Quality
The existing sources of dust
include:
• road dust
• removal of overburden
• blasting activities
• crushing/screening
operations
• material handling
• truck loading / truck
unloading
• wind erosion on storage
piles

Mitigation
Mitigation measures for dust will include:
• stabilizing exposed erodible material
(e.g., laydown areas and stockpiles)
• enforcing speed limits for onsite
vehicles
• proper truck loading and minimizing
freeboard
• minimizing drop height for material
transfer points
• application of water for dust
suppression

Future dust levels will be
similar to current dust levels.

Noise
Blasting, trucks and other normal
quarry related activities create
noise.

The quarry operations
will meet applicable
Nova Scotia
Environment and
Labour noise limits.

Monitoring data
collected in 2012 to
establish baseline
noise levels. Noise
levels typical for a
rural area with traffic.

Blasting is and will continue to be designed to
meet regulatory requirements.

No increase in
noise is expected
with the increase
in size of the
overall quarry.

Engagement

Next Steps
for Scotian
Materials

• Community
• Mi’kmaq

Submit to
NSE

• Environmental
Assessment Document
(EARD) registered.

NSE
Review

• Includes a
public
comment
period.

Minister’s
Decision
Anticipated timeline for
decision: 3-4 months.

Appendix E
Open House Print Materials

Goffs Quarry EIA - Open House
Welcome to the Goffs Quarry Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) open house
information session.
As part of our application and public consultation, we welcome you to this open house
information session. We hope you find the information provided helpful and relevant.
If there is additional information that you would like, we invite you to submit questions,
comments or concerns to us through a number of channels:
- Send us an email at info@scotianmaterials.info
- Mail us at 100 Venture Run, Suite 103, Dartmouth NS, B3B 0H9
- Complete a submission form on the Goffs Quarry Information Centre Website
- Complete and submit a comment sheet made available at this open house
All submissions and responses will be documented and made available to the
Environmental Assessment branch at the Department of Environment for their
consideration in processing this application.
A diagram of the layout of the room for this information session can be seen on the
backside of this page.
Information can always be found at the Goffs Quarry Environmental Impact Assessment
Information Page accessible at http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html.
A copy of the province’s Pit and Quarry Guidelines can be found through Nova Scotia
Environment’s quarry information webpage at http://www.novascotia.ca/nse/issues/
quarries.asp.

We thank you for your continued interest in this project.
Scotian Materials
Rob MacPherson, P. Eng
President

Open House Station Layout
Next Steps

Air & Noise

Natural
Environment

Groundwater

Exit

Exit Surveys

Surface Water

Coffee
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Project Description

Goffs Quarry EIA - Open House
Registration Form - Session _______________________

Name

Address/Community

Email (optional)

Open House Exit Survey - Goffs Quarry EIA
June 5th, 2018
We appreciate your interest in this Open House for the Goffs Quarry EIA. Please take a few
minutes to complete this survey by either placing a check mark in the appropriate box or by
providing a written response. Your views and input are important to us.
1.

How did you learn about this Open House (please check all that apply)?

____

Newspaper

____

Letter

____

Notice Posted in your Community

____

Friend

____

Other: ________________________________________________________________

2.

In which community do you reside? _______________________________________

3.

Was the information in the presentation useful?

____

Very useful, a lot of new information

____

Somewhat useful, some new information

____

Neutral, no new information

____

Not very useful, need more information

4.

If you asked a question, were the answers provided by Scotian Materials
representatives useful?

____

Very useful, a lot of new information

____

Somewhat useful, some new information

____

Neutral, no new information

____

Not very useful, need more information

Continued

5.

What was your main reason for attending this Open House?

6.

Please provide any additional comments related to the project:

OPTIONAL: Please provide your contact information below if you would like to receive
project update information.

Name:

___________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________

Phone:

______________________ Email: ______________________________

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this comment form.
For more information please contact us at 902-481-9800
or visit our website at http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html.

Continued

Comment Sheet
Name

Address

Email __________________________ Date

Questions / Comments:

Questions and comments may be sent to Scotian Materials at 100 Venture Run, Suite 103,
Dartmouth NS, B3B 0H9 or via email at info@scotianmaterials.info
Questions and comments can also be be submitted through the Goffs Quarry Environmental
Impact Assessment Information Page at http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html

Appendix F
Completed Open House Print Materials

Appendix G
Correspondences with Stakeholders

June 6, 2018
Halifax Stanfield International Airport
1 Bell Boulevard
Enfield, NS
B2T 1K2
Attention: Dean Bouchard, P.Eng.
Dear Mr. Bouchard,
Re: Direct Stakeholder Consultation for the Goffs Quarry Environmental Assessment
We are writing to you as you have been identified by us as an interested stakeholder in our Goffs
quarry expansion project, located off Aerotech Drive.
We are currently in the process of undertaking additional public consultation in support of an
Environmental Assessment to be registered with Nova Scotia Environment.
We would be pleased to hear from you regarding any comments or concerns you may have. You
may also visit our website http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html which contains details of
our proposed project. A summary of the proposed project is also attached for your review.
Sincerely,
Scotian Materials Limited

Robert MacPherson, P.Eng.
President

June 6, 2018
Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline
NS Operations
Lands, Public Awareness & Emergency Response Coordinator
Attention: Sean MacLean
Dear Mr. Maclean,
Re: Direct Stakeholder Consultation for the Goffs Quarry Environmental Assessment
We are writing to you as you have been identified by us as an interested stakeholder in our Goffs
quarry expansion project, located off Aerotech Drive.
We are currently in the process of undertaking additional public consultation in support of an
Environmental Assessment to be registered with Nova Scotia Environment. We are submitting as
part of our consultation copies of our proposed work in relation to your pipeline. As for our
active less than 4 hectare quarry, there is no planned ground disturbance within 30 meters of the
pipeline in relation to the proposed expansion.
We would be pleased to hear from you regarding any comments or concerns you may have. You
may also visit our website http://www.scotianmaterials.info/eia.html which contains details of
our proposed project.
Sincerely,
Scotian Materials Limited

Robert MacPherson, P.Eng.
President

golder.com

